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Abstract This paper intends to understand how the nine principles for deep knowledge (PDK) affect reading habits and language achievements by conducting a small-scale, experimental and statistical study. All 32 students participating in this study exhibit significant traits of PDK. The results suggest that inner-connection principle significantly correlates with academic performances. Deep-and-down and alternating principles significantly correlate with reading habits. Meanwhile, inner-connection principle effectively predicts academic performances and deep-and-low principle effectively forecasts reading habits. The mediating effect of PDK on language achievement is not statistically significant, possibly due to sample size, but nonetheless relevant and valuable to the prediction of reading habits. The development of reading habits for English-language materials takes a long time and good reading habits absolutely have profound impacts on the effectiveness of language learning. The integration of PDK characteristics into the establishment of reading habits can help build good habits in a more effective manner.
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1. Introduction

English has become a global language due to rapid internationalization and technological advancements. The efforts to acquire English proficiency have lasted for nearly half a century. The Taiwanese government has also been actively encouraging the learning of the English language with initiatives such as foreign language classes and examinations on English in elementary schools, a large variety of English proficiency tests, the minimum requirements in English capabilities for university admissions and graduations, “Mobile English Village” and reading habit promotion. Reading is a basic prerequisite for learning. We often read to acquire new knowledge but sometimes forget how to enjoy reading. As we age, the knowledge we are required to learn becomes tougher and we lose first the pleasure of reading and then often the habit of reading, without noticing it. Reading is a difficult endeavor by itself, particularly for the learners of a second or foreign language [1]. Generally speaking, well-read people have increased literacy and have improved verbal reasoning. They tend to score better on all kinds of tests [2-4] and report higher achievements in language learning [5, 6]. There is a long list of factors associated with the often positive correlation between reading habits and learning achievements. This paper seeks to examine the role of deep knowledge theory in language learning, with a focus on the establishment of reading habits. Since inception years ago, deep knowledge theory [7] has been widely applied in different areas, such as academics [8], business [9], parent-child relationships [10], literature [11] and language learning [12-15].

The purpose of this study is to validate the influence of reading habits on language learning achievements by using principles for deep knowledge as the mediating variable and conducting statistical tests on the level of significance.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Keys to Language Learning

The two success factors in language learning are appropriate language inputs and sufficient language exposures. In general, linguists and educators all agree that language inputs play a pivotal role in language learning and the more, the merrier [1, p. 41, 16, 17]. This is one of the reasons why Taiwan and many other countries in the world incorporate foreign languages in the curricula of elementary schools. Starting early saves the number of total hours needed to acquire a foreign language [1, p.22]. Literature suggests that people who excel in foreign language learning spend more hours and start early at young age. This explains the emergence of immersion programs in different countries since the 1960s [18-24]. In Taiwan, English is still
taught as a foreign language (FFL), and not as a second language (ESL). Immersion programs are only available in a number of select, experimental elementary and junior high schools. Most of the time, schools have to follow the curricula and learning outcomes required by the Ministry of Education, and all the teaching is limited to classrooms. This restriction is particularly an obstacle to foreign language learning because it limits the volume and the variety of language inputs. Chomsky [25] believes that only with primary linguistic data (PLD), the data children are exposed to and use in attaining their native grammars, can the learning mechanism for languages be triggered. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce extra-curricular inputs in order to reach the quantity required for language acquisition (in contrast with language learning, [26]) by empowering students to become autonomous learners who are able to pay attention to language inputs outside the classroom and create their own learning environment similar to immersion teaching. In Taiwan, the extra-curricular inputs most learners have are cram schools, whose offerings are no different from classrooms. The language inputs provided by cram schools are also mostly “learned” knowledge, not “acquired” knowledge. Krashen [16, 27] argues that knowledge acquisition only occurs with high motivations or with low anxiety (cf. Affective Filter, [16]). He started to promote free voluntary reading (FVR) in order to create a quasi-native scenario that is different from school teaching and an extra-curricular environment conducive to the enhancement of learning motivations and the mitigation of anxiety levels.

2.2. Reading and Learning Achievements

Whilst the research in language learning often distinguishes the acquisition of languages in natural environment and the learning of languages at classrooms, it does not mean language acquisition never occurs in the teaching scenario or vice versa. In fact, many studies contend that those who can learn in both methods achieve the best results [17, 27, 28]. Mahadeo [17], after investigating the relationship between exposure and both oral and written performance of 240 secondary students, concludes that limited extra-curricular input could influence learners’ L2 proficiency negatively. In contrast, more proficient learners often benefit from after-class resources, e.g. reading for pleasure, or social interaction. Among all autonomous learning activities, the author believes that reading English-language novels is a more accessible method. Book reading does not require computer equipment or skills. It is readily available and can provide the English language inputs required by learners. Different from drills such as listening practice, novel reading allows different paces, repetitions or pauses for thinking. Meanwhile, studies indicate that over 83% learners are of the visual variety [29], so reading makes it easier for learners to observe the changes of tenses in the English language [1, p.42-43].

Among all the reading methods, FVR is the most suitable one to provide the experience necessary to encourage reading in English. FVR means reading out of a desire to read. It does not require writing a report or answering questions. There is no need to struggle through a book if you don’t like it. FVR encourages students to read in English in the low-anxiety and input-rich scenario. Reading becomes fun and more likely develops into a habit. Krashen [4, 30] summarizes and compares a large number of studies on FVR and traditional teaching. Although the behavior of the students is no different under the FVR learning or traditional teaching, FVR adds pleasure to reading, and the affected learning aspects include comprehension, vocabulary, grammar, speaking, listening and writing. Krashen emphasizes that the longer FVR is implemented, the more promising the positive effects will become. Mason [5] reviews a series of studies, including quantitative experiments and case studies, to prove that free reading does more than change the reading attitude of students [31]. It is an efficient learning method [32], able to prepare students for tests [33, 34]. In sum, FVR is critical to language learning but often ignored.

2.3. University Students' Current Habit in English-Language Novel Reading

According to a study by Chiang [35] on 143 university students in Taiwan, the students are generally exposed to very limited English outside classrooms and do not own many extracurricular English-language books. Nearly half of the surveyed students show no interest in joining after-class reading groups or much desire to read in English. This indicates a lack of reading habit and an insufficiency of extra-curricular English inputs. Whilst the students do not hold a negative attitude toward English-language learning, they are not necessarily enthusiastic about it. The result is a lack of pursuit for spontaneous reading in English or exposure to the English language. In fact, there is a huge gap between their intention and behavior. Students show a high motivation, but spend little time reading. There is a discrepancy between their expected and actual reading hours. Yamashita [36] suggests that the absence of a negative attitude does not equal a positive attitude. It is also unlikely to entice students to read in English. The author believes that even university students rely on the arrangement and guidance from teachers to gradually learn to take pleasure in reading and hence to develop the habit of reading. As Mason [5, p.1] says, “…pleasurable reading could change reluctant EFL students to willing-to-read students at the university level in Japan.” In a nutshell, it is an imperative for English teachers in universities to utilize FVR to introduce changes in students.

Moreover, reading habits are important to language learning. The post-reading tests conducted by Waring and Takakei [37] indicate that vocabulary buildup is both distributed and incremental. In other words, the learning result is the best if new words appear in a distribution or
interval. Therefore, distributed practices (spread out over time and a large number of short sessions) work out better than concentrated practices (crammed into one long session). A reading habit can achieve all these results, as preferred reading is done in multiple short time spans over time, rather than few long sessions.

2.4. Principles for Deep Knowledge (PDK)

Extracurricular reading is often a challenging strategic decision, because it is voluntary and without binding requirements. Thus, it is often sacrificed. Students usually give up reading for other activities [38, 39] and hence cannot develop a reading habit. It might be possible to apply other learning theories in conjunction with guidance from teachers to enhance the motivations of students to pursue extracurricular reading. Motivations trigger behavior, i.e. the time engaged in reading. The principles for deep knowledge [7, 40], i.e., the nine deep knowledge principles in the habitual domain, may be a good example.

According to the habitual domain (HD) theory, memories, concepts, behaviors and reactions gradually become stable over time and stay in a fixed range. This range is the habitual domain [7, 41]. A habitual domain consists of four elements: (1) the potential domain (PD) — the collection of ideas and thoughts that can potentially be activated, or the aggregation of all the power grids in our mind; (2) the actual domain (AD) — the set of ideas and thoughts currently dominating our attention, contributing the greatest influence on us; (3) the activation probabilities (AP) — the probabilities of individual power grids grasping our attention; (4) the reachable domain (RD) — the extension of ideas and thoughts triggered by the actual operations of these ideas and thoughts. The habitual theory posits that habits are fixated in a range unless major events occur or contrived efforts are made to expand the habitual domain [42]. Therefore, we should stay alert by understanding and extending our habitual domains, in order to avoid the constraints of our own habits without realizing it.

HD theory sees the ‘circuit patterns’ in the brain as the key to change. The more these circuit patterns are exercised, the more strengthened they become, the more likely we will be influenced by them when we make decisions, just like the so-called ‘intuitive decisions’ [7, p.72]. Similar to our brain cells, circuit patterns can be fortified with constant access, thought training and elaborative encoding, which will in turn expand the HDs. Constant access to old knowledge and update knowledge means to exercise circuit patterns. In language learning, new knowledge is often based on the old one; therefore, if the old and new knowledge can be connected easily, the learning efficiency should increase. When a child learns the mother tongue, s/he tests newly learned rules and reinforces positively or negatively the results to the memory and upgrade the information. When we are used to this, we change and expand our HDs. Chiang [7, p.49] used the following figure to illustrate the similarity between the HD elements and human memory system. Stronger circuit patterns can increase Activation Probability, i.e., the ability to access and store information; as a result, stronger circuit patterns should enhance the efficiency of language learning.

Figure 1. Four elements of HD and memory types
The principles of deep knowledge are means of extending the boundaries of the habitual domain. Changes in ideas can lead to changes in actions. These principles help to uncover more and better ideas so as to effectively resolve problems [40]. There are a total of nine principles for deep knowledge: cracking and ripping principle; alternating principle; contrasting and complementing principle; void principle; inner-connection principle; revolving and cycling principle; changing and transforming principle; deep and down principle; contradiction principle. The deep knowledge principles allow a systematic approach to gauging the overall habitual domain of ours and others by observing the actual domain. This expands our own habitual domains and helps us to effectively grasp and handle problems [7]. Below is a detailed description of the nine deep knowledge principles [40] and the implementation in novel reading [41].

1. **Deep and down principle**: There are two meanings embedded within this principle: (1) To liberate desires and reduce stress levels so that the weaker power grids may attract our attention; (2) keep a humble attitude to absorb more and better ideas and expand the habitual domains. For instance, readers can often understand things that are difficult or things they have not experienced, like death, through stories to decrease the level of seriousness and learning stress.

2. **Alternating principle**: Sometimes it is necessary to set aside presumptions, hypotheses or prejudices in order to come up with a myriad of new and inspiring ideas. Novels often adopt different points of view in description, and this shows a reader different viewpoints and widens one’s horizon.

3. **Contrasting and complementing principle**: A clear picture on both sides of the story and a sobering analysis on contracting and complementary characteristics can push the envelope of the habitual domains and spark new thoughts or creative concepts. While feeling surprised at the content, a reader is already experiencing HD expansion.

4. **Revolving and cycling principle**: The universe is constantly revolving in cycles. The leverage of this fundamental law helps to expand the actual domains and gain foresights. A book without unexpected plot is dull and is unlikely to bring reading satisfaction. Therefore, readers should choose books wisely, i.e. books that are interesting with a little twist or mystery to maintain reading motivation and build up reading habit.

5. **Inner-connection principle**: It is necessary to enable powerful connectivity and the more, the merrier. This allows more rapid and more effective use of our habitual domains and assists in the effective resolutions to problems. Emotions can bridge and connect knowledge and experience easily, so choosing a book with characters we can empathize and understand. This way, we can also connect the novel and real life better.

6. **Changing and transforming principle**: This involves going with the flows when it comes to changes in our own habitual domains or seeking to predict such changes. Each and every change poses a challenge to our limitations and pushes our ability to resolve problems with our habitual domains. Every reading is expanding HDs. However, we can challenge ourselves by putting down our own versions of stories in words or stories of our own.

7. **Contradiction principle**: This is an effective method to develop analytical and critical thinking skills. If a counterexample can be found, it is necessary to modify the conclusion so as to ensure the robustness of the judgment. A reader can write down his/her agreement and disagreement with the author’s ideas and try to explain the differences. For example, the differences of the opinions or actions could be due to the differences in time and culture.

8. **Cracking and ripping principle**: Habitual domains consist of a large number of microsystems, which may conflict with each other and cause cracks. This is often the source of problems, which we should take heed and seek improvements. This is the only way to trigger changes to the habitual domains and hence strength the habitual domains. Readers can try to find out the conflicts of the story, think of possible solutions, predict the plots, and then gradually solve the problem while reading.

9. **Void principle**: It is necessary to empty our own habitual domain so that the domain can keep expanding. New knowledge can only enter our habitual domain if we let go of the constraints of existing thoughts. Therefore, we should learn to share our thoughts and learn from professional critiques to develop our knowledge.

Chiang [12] indicates that students with strong learning outcomes exhibit these nine deep knowledge principles, evidencing a close relationship between learning outcomes and deep knowledge principles. It is hence possible to integrate deep knowledge principles into reading plans so as to encourage the enthusiasm in reading and the formation of a reading habit. For example, the choice of interesting reading materials and subject matters can enhance the interest level in reading (changing and transforming principle). A wide selection of reading materials and the application of deep and down principle can reduce anxiety. The choice of reading materials is based on the interest level of students, not of the teachers (alternating principle). Repetition of the same books or emphasis on similar topics or the same author can step up the frequency of reading and highlight the relations between reading materials (inner-connection principle). These are all feasible strategies [13]. The only way to develop habits is via practices. In theory, the expansion of habitual domains helps us to change our choices. The practice through deep knowledge principles can reinforce behavior into habits.

In sum, this paper seeks to explore the relationship between reading habits, deep knowledge and learning achievements. The purpose is to explore whether reading habits influence learning achievements with deep knowledge principles as the mediating factor.
2.5. Objectives

Expansion of habitual domains is a prerequisite for language learning. In other words, principles for deep knowledge are required traits for learning [12, 13]. This paper uses the measurement for deep knowledge principles developed by Chiang [12] and Chiang [13] to explore the relationship between reading habits, deep knowledge and learning achievements for university students. Reading habits are the independent variables and learning achievements are the dependent variables, as the impact of deep knowledge (Figure 2). The symbol “a” denotes the influence of reading habits (hours and frequencies) on deep knowledge, “b” the influence of deep knowledge on learning achievements, “c” the relationship between reading habits and learning achievements without the presence of deep knowledge as a variable, “c’” the (indirect) influence of deep knowledge on reading habits. In other words, this analysis examines reading habits by referring to the statistical significance of c’ in order to validate the influence of deep knowledge on learning achievements.

3. Methods

3.1. Subjects

The sample was chosen by simple random selection from a state university in northern Taiwan. A total of 32 students (n=32) taking an advanced English course participated in the study. Eleven of these were male, and 21 were female. None of the 32 participants had taken any classes related to habitual domains and they are not familiar with the nine principles of deep knowledge. They answered the questionnaire based on their own experience. Before the survey, the author made sure all the students were fully aware of the research purposes. They signed a consent form before taking part in the questionnaire survey and provided their academic reports of the semester as the research materials.

3.2. Questionnaire

The measurement contains two sections, reading habits and deep knowledge learning behaviour, as described below.

(1) Reading habits: The purpose of this section is to collate data concerning the hours and frequencies of reading. The questions were designed by the author and two experienced teachers in English, based on experience of teaching English in university. There are a total of 5 questions, as follows:

1. How many hours of extracurricular English reading do I have each week? (1 = 30 minutes; 2 = 30 – 60 minutes; 3 = 60 – 90 minutes; 4 = 90 – 120 minutes; 5 = 120 minutes and more)
2. How many times do I pick up extracurricular English reading materials each week? (1 = 0 time; 2 = 1 – 2 times; 3 = 3 – 4 times; 4 = 5 – 6 times; 5 = every day)
3. How many hours each week do I think I should spend on developing a habit of reading English-language materials outside classes? (1 = 1 – 3 hours; 2 = 4 – 5 hours; 3 = 6 – 7 hours; 4 = 8 – 9 hours; 5 = 10 hours or more)
4. How many extracurricular English books (i.e. non-textbooks) do I have? (1 = 1 – 5 books; 2 = 6 – 10 books; 3 = 11 – 15 books; 4 = 16 – 20 books; 5 = 20 books or more)
5. How willing am I to participate in study groups for extracurricular English reading? (from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the highest interest)

(2) Principles for deep knowledge: This paper refers to the measurement for nine principles for deep knowledge developed by Chiang [12] and sources a total of 30 questions on individual knowledge. Questions D1-D4 are on deep and down principle, D5-D7 on alternating principle, D8-D10 on contrasting and complementing principle, D11-D13 on revolving and cycling principle, D14-D17 on inner-connection principle, D18-D20 on changing and transforming principle, D21-D23 on contradiction principle; D24-D26 on cracking and ripping principle, D27-30 on void principle. Questions D1, D8, D10, D12, D14, D16, D21, D22, D23 and D26 are inverse items. In Chiang’s study, the internal consistency for the measurement, Cronbach’s alpha value, is .82.

3.3. Learning Achievements

With the consent from participating students, this paper refers to their end-of-semester academic reports as learning achievements. Overall learning achievement was indicated by five points of students’ grade point average, 5 for a score of 90 and above, 4 for a score between 80 and 89, 3 for a
score between 70 and 79, 2 for a score between 60 and 69, 1 for a score below 60. The assessment for this semester contains seven components: 10% for attendance, 10% for classroom debates; 5% for data inquiries after classes; 15% for discussions with teaching assistants, 15% for reports on novel reading; 30% for reports on weekly extracurricular reading, 15% for oral presentations at the end of the semester. The curriculum focuses on extracurricular reading and classroom involvements. Among which 50% of total scoring is related to reading, and 40% is related to verbal expressions.

3.4. Data Collection and Statistical Techniques

The questionnaire data collection was done in December 2012. The research purposes are to explore the potential characteristics of deep knowledge exhibited by the students not exposed to the theory of deep knowledge and to examine the influence of these characteristics on learning achievements. This paper gathers questionnaire data before the end of the semester and uses the end-of-semester results of the participating students as learning achievements.

To examine whether deep knowledge affects the relationship between learning habits and learning achievements, this paper employs SPSS (packaged software) to (1) calculate Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient to validate the correlations between all variables; (2) to conduct a mediation analysis based on regressions, so as to test the variable relationships depicted in Figure 2 [44, 45]. To verify whether deep knowledge principles affect the relationship between reading habits and learning achievements, this paper refers to the mediation analysis to examine all the paths in Figure 2 – Relationships among Variables. The statistical significance of c’ in Figure 2 is referred to in the exploration of the influence of reading habits (independent variable) on learning achievements (dependent variable) via deep knowledge (mediating value). This analysis uses the original model as the basis and applies bootstrapping procedures to plot the paths repeatedly with research data. The original model is then modified into the pattern closest to the sample distribution of the research data in order to derive the confidence interval of the influence. If deep knowledge serves as a mediating value and the resulting learning achievements do not include “0”, the influence of the mediating value can be deemed as statistical significant. The advantage of this approach is to avoid the erroneous assumption due to the parameter (c’) estimate of path for the mediating value (principles for deep knowledge); (3) conduct multiple regressions to validate the predictive power of nine deep knowledge principles on language learning achievements and reading habits.

4. Results

4.1. Reliability and Descriptive Statistical Analysis

This paper conducts internal consistency tests. The coefficient is high for deep knowledge principles (α = .88) and satisfactory for reading habits (α = .70). A total of 32 students participated in the study (with 11 males and 21 females), including 3 freshmen, 12 sophomores, 10 juniors and 4 seniors. The majority of the participants spend 30 minutes reading in English after classes each week (n = 10) and only 4 spend more than 120 minutes per week. Interestingly, students “believe” they spend an average of 4.06 hours developing a habit of reading in English after classes each week (SD = 2.88), but the reality is that they don’t pick up extracurricular English reading materials much after school. In fact, 7 students have zero exposure to extracurricular reading and 19 choose to spend 1-2 hours per week on extracurricular reading in English. On average, each student owns 6 extracurricular English books (SD = 7.20). There are 4 students who have none, 3 students who indicate that they have 1 book, 6 students who have 2 books, 5 students who have 3 books. This group adds to 18 students (56.3%), in contrast with the students who have 10 books or more (n = 9, 28.1%). It is worth noting that students in general are not interested in after-class English reading groups (M = 2.91, SD = 1.25).

The scale is measured in 5 points, with a high point indicating greater deep knowledge. The average point of 3.5 is the cut-off point. In other words, deep knowledge principles are indicated with a point of at least 3.5. The average point for all the participants is above 3.5, suggesting that they possess these learning attitudes. Among the nine principles, alternating principle reports the highest average of 3.99 (SD = .58), followed by changing and transforming principle (M = 3.95, SD = .53), inner-connection principle (M = 3.92, SD = .37), deep and down principle (M = 3.88, SD = .50), contradiction principle (M = 3.86, SD = .71), cracking and ripping (M = 3.85, SD = .65), void principle (M = 3.84, SD = .39), revolving and cycling principle (M = 3.69, SD = .64), contrasting and complementing principle (M = 3.68, SD = .46).
4.2. Correlation

Table 1 shows the test results on Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients. The research finding suggests a correlation between inner-connection principle and learning achievements ($r = .46$, $p < .05$), between deep and down principle ($r = .41$, $p < .05$) and reading habits and between alternating principle ($r = .42$, $p < .05$) and reading habits. Meanwhile, there are also significant correlations between the nine variables of deep knowledge.

4.3. Mediating Value

This paper employs the add-on SPSS software (Preacher and Hayes, 2008, Multiple Mediation INDIRECT) to analyze mediating values, by referring reading habits as the independent variables, academic results as dependent variables and deep knowledge as the mediating variables. The results suggest no statistical significance for path $c'$ (Table 2). This may be due to a small sample size, one of the research restrictions, which will be discussed in Section 5.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Male</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Female</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Grades</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reading habit 1 Habit1</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Reading habit 2</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reading habit 3</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Reading habit 4</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Reading habit 5</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Reading habit</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. P1</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td>.41*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. P2</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.42* .45**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. P3</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>-.18 .32</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. P4</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.44* .52**.38*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. P5</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>.46*</td>
<td>-.03 .09 .22</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. P6</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>.07 .53** .70** .25</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. P7</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.17 .20</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.40*</td>
<td>.40*</td>
<td>.40*</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td>.40*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. P8</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>.21 .58**</td>
<td>.67**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.49**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. P9</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.05 .05</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.48**</td>
<td>.48**</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. PDK</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*p < .05 (one tail); **p < .01 (two tails)

Table 2. Mediating Values of Deep Knowledge Principles That Influence Reading Habits and Learning Achievements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path a</th>
<th>Path b</th>
<th>Path c</th>
<th>Path c'</th>
<th>I E</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading habits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.53</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>-.00</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>-.47</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-.38</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Multiple Regressions

Table 3 presents the results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis on predictive power. Among the nine deep knowledge principles, only inner-connection principle has significant predictive power over academic results ($R^2 = .23, \beta = -.51, p < .05$) and only deep and down principle reports significant predictive power on reading habits ($R^2 = .28, \beta = .53, p < .05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>Predicting variable and beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic results</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>7.53*</td>
<td>Inner-connection principle ($\beta = -.51*$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading habit</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>5.64*</td>
<td>Deep and down principle ($\beta = .53*$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *$p < .05$.

5. Discussion

This paper intends to conduct quantitative statistical analysis to prove that deep knowledge can influence reading habits and boost learning achievements in English language study. However, the results are not conclusive. The mean score of the 32 students participated is 84.21 (SD = 9.22). Only 4 of them posted a score lower than 75. Most of their scores are in the range of 77-99, with 7 of them earning a score above 94. The results suggest that their English proficiency is fairly satisfactory. In addition, the mean points for the nine deep knowledge principles are all above the cut-off point of 3.5, indicating that they all possess these learning attributes and deep knowledge ($M = 3.86, SD = .42$). The small sample size makes it difficult to observe the influence of reading habits on learning achievements with deep knowledge as the mediating variable. This is a typical problem associated with a small sample size. Thus, it is suggested that follow-up studies be undertaken, to expand sample size and to more convincingly validate the significance of the research model.

This paper notices a gap between the perception and the reality concerning the reading habits of the surveyed students. This is similar with the research finding of Chiang [35]. Students do not behave as they think they should. Also, they are not motivated to join reading groups after class. In other words, they have not formed a habit of reading in English in their spare time. In theory, the time spent on extracurricular reading in English and the volume of English materials read should be one of the major determinants of language learning achievements. Further studies are suggested to survey the minimum hours and the minimum quantity required for extracurricular reading to influence learning effectiveness [1], and explore the ways with which principles for deep knowledge can effectively boost English learning outcomes. Whilst as the reading habit measurement developed by this paper boasts the expert validity and acceptable internal consistency and reliability, future studies are recommended to test on the construct validity.

According to the test results on Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficients shown in Table 1, inner-connection principle and academic reports are correlated ($r = .46, p < .05$). Chiang [12] also indicates that inner-connection principle demonstrates the highest average among all the nine deep knowledge principles. This suggests a high correlation between inner-connection principle and learning achievements and can be explained by how our brains work in the light of modern theories [13]. When we connect our thoughts and learning activities by associating with old and new knowledge and personal experiences, we respond faster and create deeper impressions. Those who have high learning achievements tend to be familiar with the English language or spend more hours learning and hence they are capable of making associations, an attribute called inner-connections.

Moreover, the research suggests that deep and down principle ($r = .41, p < .05$) and alternating principle ($r = .42, p < .05$) are significantly correlated with reading habits. Deep and down principle emphasizes let-go and destress. Only big and strong power grids can attract attention at high stress levels. If the stress level is tuned down, weaker power grids (which contain a variety of subject matters and thoughts) can also receive attention [7]. The reading pleasure we advocate as part of the after-class reading program is consistent with deep and down principle. Krashen [16, 26] believes that acquiring only occurs with high motivations and low stress levels. Only when we can enjoy reading are we able to develop the motivation and habit of reading and indulge ourselves in the world created by books. The alternating principle states that new ideas are generated when the relevant presumptions and presuppositions are removed, replaced or combined. Learners should not think reading in English is a daunting task, or assume that they have to read the books suitable for their ages or knowledge levels. They can try easy and simple books for children or comic books [31]. According to the personal experience and years of observations by the author, those who enjoy reading and have the habit of reading are never limited to a genre. Rather, they can enjoy the pleasure of reading with any books, anytime and anywhere.

6. Conclusions

Many people believe that only hard work pays off when it comes to language learning, so they force themselves into unsuitable or unpleasant ways of learning. As a matter of fact, language learning can be fun, with the right methods. There is no quick way of developing reading habits, and it takes time for such habits to bear fruit in learning achievements. However, the impact of learning habits on
language learning outcomes is deep and profound and it is worth the efforts. Exposure to different theories and different knowledge domains does not only broaden the horizon but also boost the learning efficiency. Even though the mediating effect of deep knowledge principles is not statistically significant, the theoretical framework suggests relations among the variables [12, 13]. A further cross-sectional or longitudinal research should be conducted to investigate the relationship between principles of deep knowledge and language learning.
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